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ONE PARTNER:
G2 Dual provide the requested services through its
network, its internal structures and innovative 
methodologies; therefore, the customer does not
have to worry about more organizations
implement and manage different types of products

ONE QUALITY:
All Partners and the ITC organization have the 
necessary requirements and certificates of quality
rquire to delivery all the services portfolio. Our
technicians are carefully selected, skilled and 
undergo continuous trainings updates

ONE INTERFACE:
A single point of contact through wich
converge all issues related to post sales
from both a technical and logistical. This
makes it particulalry easy to control

ONE STANDARD:
G2Dual ensures compliance with servce level
agreements and standard given by the customers, 
by providing an efficient and professional service 
thanks to a constantly evolving organization and a 
well established methodology in time



The new headquarters,
an investment for the future

The new headquarters. Because even the work spaces, if well thought out and 
distributed, become tools for better management of work and help to keep 
the production standard in line with the needs of customers.

Modern and functional, with a photovoltaic system on the roof and advanced 
systems for a GREEN-oriented perspective, for energy and economic savings.



The Laboratory, an open space designed to foster 
the mix of experiences and know-how of the 
technical staff, helping to increase their skills



The lab. Not just module swaps.



The Lab: Lenovo Guarantees area

Since 2022, LENOVO's strategic partner for 
the provision of Warranties on Consumer 
products such as Tablets, Notebooks, 
Personal Computers, All in One. 
• Over 100 repairs per day
•"Transparent" management of spare parts
• Logistics management in & out
• Out of Warranty: management oriented

towards customer satisfaction and 
integrated into the same Warranty work 
process.



The Lab: SDA-Poste Italiane Repair Area

In 2022 G2 Dual becomes part of the consortium 
CONSORZIO SERVIZI ICT to follow the repair activities in 
the laboratory of the SDA-Poste Italiane park. 
The range of “specific” products managed such as 
specialized printers, check readers, banknote counters, 
barcode readers, etc. is vast, in addition to traditional 
office products such as PCs, Monitors, Printers, etc. 
Shipments to and from all SDA Express Courier territorial 
assistance hubs. 
IT management of the order integrated with that of the 
customer. 
G2 Dual with this partnership confirms its vocation to be 
one of the most important Electronic Repair Centers on 
the Italian scene.



Il CONSORZIO SERVIZI ICT

The different realities and capacities in the different working environments of 4 
historical players of the Italian ICT scene united to offer technical assistance solutions 

increasingly in line with the market and able to satisfy the different types of customers.

PROGEM Engineering Srl ERDTECH Srl

B.P.R. Srl G2 DUAL Srl

Design, Development and Assistance of 
specialized products in the banking and 
postal sector

On Site Technical 
Assistance and IMAC 

Refurbishing of Banking Products and 
Procurement of Spare Parts

Level II Repair Laboratory, Integrated 
Logistics Services, Product Procurement 
and Spare Parts



G2 Dual Srl
A little bit of us

Thank you


